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In this paper we study an interesting class of nonlinear integral equations 
of Urysohn’s type, namely, 
4~) + 2 s, ki(x, dfib, U(Y)) & = 44 
j-1 
(x f a). 
It is shown that such an equation can be considered as a nonlinear operator 
equation of Hammerstein type in an appropriate Banach space. One can in this 
way extend the theory of nonlinear operator equations of Hammerstein type 
(except for the part which uses variational methods) to this class of equations. 
A nonlinear integral equation of Urysohn’s type is of the form 
u(x) + s, k(x, Y, 4~)) dr = 44 (XEQ) (1) 
where Q is a a-finite measure space with measure dy and the given function v(x) 
and the unknown function u(x) are defined on 52. The function k(x, y, t): x, y E 52, 
t E W; is called the Urysohn’s kernel for Eq. (1). When k(x, y, t) = k,(x, y)fi( y, t) 
then the Urysohn’s kernel is called a Hammerstein kernel and the corresponding 
equation 
44 + s, k,(x, r)fi(r, 4~)) dy = ~(4 (XEQ) (2) 
is called a nonlinear integral equation of Hammerstein type. In this note we 
study an interesting class of nonlinear Urysohn integral equation, namely those 
whose kernels are of the form 
k&y> 9 = i k&,~)f,(~, 4 
j=l 
(X,Y EQ, tE2) (3) 
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or, more generally, 
Nx, Y% t) = J-A kY(x, Y).L(Y> t> d&) (x, y E Q, t E 2). (4) 
We show that this class of nonlinear Urysohn’s integral equations can be con- 
sidered as nonlinear operator equations of Hammerstein type on an appropriate 
Banach space. In this way we can extend to this class of nonlinear IJrysohn’s 
integral equations the known theory of Hammerstein equations except for the 
part which uses variational methods. We shall limit ourselves to the case of the 
kernels of form (3) for the sake of simplicity, results for case (4) being analogous. 
In Section 1, we present the extensions of some of the recent results to this class 
to illustrate our claim. We study these equations in Banach spaces in normal 
position in Section 2. This study is important from the point of view of applica- 
tions. In Section 3 we study these equations in L”-spaces as applications of our 
abstract results in Sections 1 and 2. This class of nonlinear Urysohn’s integral 
equations were first introduced by Browder in [6]. 
The author thanks the Forschungsinstitut fur Mathematik, Zurich, for their 
hospitality and facilities during his stay there when this paper was written. He 
also thanks Professor Peter Hess for many helpful and stimulating discussions. 
1 
Let S be a given Banach space and X* its dual Banach space. W’e denote 
by (w, u) the duality pairing between the elements w in X* and u in S. 
Let A: X + 2x* be a given mapping. Its eflective domain 0(;4) is the subset of X 
defined by D(A) = (u E X 1 Au # a}, its range R(A) is the subset of S” 
defined by R(A) = U(Au 1 u E D(A)} and its graph G(A) is the subset of 
x :? x* defined by G(A) = {[u, w] / u E D(A), w E Au}. The mapping 
A: X -+ 2x* is said to be monotone if its graph is a monotone subset of S i< X* 
in the sense that (wi - wa , ui - ua) > 0 for [ui , wi] E G(A), i : I, 2. Further, 
A is said to be maximal monotone if G(A) is not a proper subset of any other 
monotone subset of X x X*. The mapping A is said to be trimonotone if for 
any triple of elements ui E D(A) and wi E Aui , i -- 1, 2, 3, we have 
(Wl ) %- 4 + (%, u2 - us) + (w3 9 z1a - ur) 2 0. A monotone linear map- 
ping K: X + X* is said to be angle-bounded if there is a constant 01 ‘1:: 0 (called 
the constant of angle-boundedness) such that 
l(Ku, v) - (Kv, u)I < 24Ku, u)lj2 (Kv, v)li2 VU,VEX. 
We note that for a monotone linear mapping K: X- X* which is angle- 
bounded we have 
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A bounded linear mapping K: X+ X* is said to be quasi-monotone if 
pK = inf((Ku, u)/ll Ku &: u E X, Ku # 0) > - 03. 
We note from above that if K is angle-bounded then K is quasi-monotone with 
pK 3 0. But the converse is not true. A mapping T: X+ X* is said to be 
compact if it maps bounded subsets of X into relatively compact subsets of X*. 
It is said to be bounded if it maps bounded subsets of X into bounded subsets of 
X*. It is said to be demicontinuous if it is continuous from X into X* endowed 
with weak topology. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual Banach space. Let 
K I..., Kn} be a family of compact demicontinuous monotone mappings from X into 
X*. Let Y be a closed subspace of X* with (Jj”=, R(K,) C Y. Let (FI ,..., F,,) be a 
corresponding family of bounded, demicontinuous mappings from Y into X (i.e., 
Fj’s are continuous from Y into X endowed with weak topology). Suppose that for 
each k > 0, there exists a constant c(k) > 0 such that for any n-tuple {I+ ,..., u,> 
in Y with u = Cj”=, uj we have 
Then, for each v E Y the equation u + Cy=, KjFju = v has at least one solution 
u in Y. 
We need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual Banach space. Let 
K: X + X* be a compact demicontinuous monotone mapping and F: X* ---f X a 
bounded demicontinuous mapping. Then the mapping KF: X* ? X* is compact 
continuous. 
Proof. Clearly the mapping KF: X* ---f X* maps bounded subsets of X* 
into relatively compact subsets of X* since F is bounded and K is compact. 
To see the continuity of the mapping KF we first observe that K: X -+ X* 
is maximal monotone since it is monotone demicontinuous and everywhere 
defined. Let now (u,} be a sequence in X* such that u, ---f u in X*. Then 
Fu, - Fu (weakly) in X and the set {KFu%} is a compact subset of X*. This 
together with the maximal monotonicity of K implies that every subsequence 
of (KFu,) has a further subsequence which converges to KFu in X*. Hence 
KFu, ---f KFu in X* and the proof of the lemma is complete. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 6K = Xx ..* xX be the Cartesian product oE X , 
n with itself n-times and let for U = [ur ,..., %I@^, II wx = <Cj”=I I uj //;y2. 
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Then Qz’* ~~ .- X*.x ..* XX, is the Cartesian product [of X* with itself n-times - 
with norm in P gi;en by 
M’e, now, define a mapping S: S -+ S”* by 
X(U) = [K,u, )..., K&J E .T-*, 
for I,: ~. [ul ,..., UJ E .Z”. Clearly x is a compact, demicontinuous monotone 
mapping from 3 into %* with R(Z) contained in the closed subspace 
(Y Yx ‘.. my- of 5*. Also, define a mapping 9: OH --z .‘t^ by 
F(U*) = [Flu*,..., F+*] 
for I?? .m [z+* ,.,., u,*] with u+ = xi”=, u,*. Then 9 is a bounded demi- 
continuous mapping from ZJ into ,SY. We now observe that it suffices to show that 
the equation 
u+ .L X/CU” _= V” / (1.2) 
has at least one solution U* E “9 for any given V* E Y. Indeed, this implies that 
uj* + K.j+” z a,.* i 3 vj = l,..., n 
where C” ~=- [ul* ,..,, un*], V* = [z’~* ,..., v,*] and u* = Cy’ , 1 u,*. Adding, we 
get that 
Taking C’” ; [z), O,..., 0] E ?V we immediately get the result. Now, to show that 
(1.2) has at least one solution in GY, we see from Lemma 1 that S?F: g --f g 
is a compact continuous mapping. Further, for any given K, there is a constant 
c(K) za 0 such that for any U* E g we have 
(u*, F(u*)) = 2 (q*, F,u*) 2 k f 11 F+* i~x - c(h) 
j=l j=l 
(where U* ~= [z+* ,..., u,*] E Oy with u* = CL1 uj*) in view of Eq. (1 .l). The 
solvability of (1.2) is now immediate from Theorem 5 of [5]. This completes the 
proof of Theorem I. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual Banach space. Let 
[K, ,..., K,} be a family of compact quasi-monotone linear mappings from X into 
S*. Let Y be a closed subspace of X* such that Ui”_, R(K,) C I’. Let (F, ,.. ., F.J 
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be a corresponding family of bounded demicontinuous nonlinear mappings from Y 
into X. Assume that there exists a function 9’: LB!‘+ -+ .S?‘+ = [0, 00) sutisfying 
lim,,, p(p) . p-” = 0, such that for some X < p == min{pKj: 1 < j < n> and for 
any n-tuple {ul ,..., un} in Y with u = Cy-, uj we have 
Then the equation u + Cy=, KjFiu = 0 has at least one solution u in Y. 
Proof. Let %, E*, ?!J’, X, F be as defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Then 
X: 9” --f X* is a quasi-monotone linear mapping with 
p = inf{(XU, U)/[i XU 112 : U E 57, &“U $- 0) 
and 9: OJ + X is a bounded demicontinuous mapping such that for any 
u = [ul ,...) u,] E CY we have 
(U,F(U)) +x(1 u$y = n ;, (uj ,FP> + h i II UI Ilk 
i=l 
in view of (1.3) (where u = CL1 uj). 
Also as in Theorem 1, it suffices to show that the equation 
.?I+%-su=o 
has at least one solution in g. These remarks show that it suffices to give a 
proof of the above theorem when n = 1 which we now proceed to do. Since the 
mapping K,F,: Y + Y is a compact continuous mapping, it suffices to show, 
by the Leray-Schauder principle, that there is a p > 0 such that 
(I + tK,F,) (u) # 0 for every t E [0, I] and u E Y with Ij u Jjx* = p, where I 
denotes the identity mapping on Y. Now let p > 0 be such that 
p--x- v(P) .P-2 > 0, 
which exists since X < p and lim 0+m v(p) . p-” = 0. Clearly u + tK,F,u f 0 
for t = 0 and u E Y with // u IIX* = p. Suppose, now, that u + tK,F,u = 0 for 
some t > 0 and u E Y with (1 u /IX* = p. Then we have 
0 = (u, Flu) + t(K,F,u, FluI 
2 (u, Flu) + tcL II fW,u II& 
= (u, Flu) + f FL II u 11% 
3 (p - h - 9(p) . p-2) . p2 > 0, 
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a contradiction. Hence we have u + tK,F,u # 0 for t E [0, I] and u E I” with 
1) 24 /lx* == p* 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remark 1. If there exists a p0 > 0 such that p)(p) = 0 Vp > p,, in Theorem 2 
then we may assume that h < TV (instead of A < p). With this observation 
Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 2.1 of [6] for the Hammerstein equations. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 above generalizes and simplifies the main result of [9]. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual Banach space. Let 
(4 ,..., K-J be a Jinite family of monotone linear mappings from X* into X such 
that each Kj is angle-bounded with the same constant 01 and // .Kj I/ < k, for each j. 
Let (FI ,..., F,> be a corresponding family of demicontinuous mappings from X 
into XT such that for each pair of n-tuples {ul ,..., Us), {v,. ,..., v,} in X with 
u = cl;r_, uj , v = Cj”=, vi we have 
(1.4) 
where c is a constant such that c < (1 + a’)-’ k;‘. 
Then the equation u + Cj”_, KiFju = w h as a solution in X for each give ZL~ in 
X. Moreover, if Fj’s are continuous for each j, the solution u may be chosen to 
depend continuously on w. 
Proof. Let 5 and S”* be the Banach spaces as defined in the proof of Theo- 
rem I. Let .X: g* -3 be defined by XU* = (KIu,*,..., Knu,*) for Ui* == 
[%*Y., u,*] E Z*. Then X is clearly a monotone linear mapping from .F* into 
X with II .X 11 < k, . It is angle-bounded, since for U*, V* E .K* we have 
I(.XCr*, V”) - (-XV*, U*)l = 1 2 (Kjuj*, vi*) - (Kjvi*, uj*) 1 
j-1 
< i I(Kjuj*, Vj”) - (Kjvj*, uj*)l 
j=l 
< 201 i (K++*, uj*)1/2 (K+Q*, .j*)v2 
i=l 
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Also the mapping 9: % + %* defined by S(U) = [Flu,..., F,u] for 
u = [ul )...) UJ E 9” with u = Cy’r ui is clearly a demicontinuous mapping 
and for U, I’ E 3, U = [ui ,..., uJ, Z’ = [vi ,..., v,J with u = Cy=, uj , 
v = Cysl vi we have 
(Fu - Fv, U - v) = f (F,u - Fjv, uj - vi), 
1=1 
(1.5) 
3 --c i /I uj - vj 11; = -c /I u - V[l& . 
j=l 
Further, as in Theorem 1, it suffices to show that the equation U + ZSU = W 
has a solution in 3 for each given W in %. This last equation is of Hammerstein 
type and the linear mapping x is angle-bounded with constant 01, the nonlinear 
mapping F is demicontinuous and satisfies the condition Eq. (1.5) with 
c < (1 + a”)-’ K;‘. The result is now immediate from Theorem 4.1 of [6’J (see 
also Theorem 1 of [7]). 
Hence the theorem. 1 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 is due to Browder (see Theorem 5.1 of [6j). However, 
our proof is simpler. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Let {KI ,..., K,) be a $nite 
family of maximal monotone mappings from X into 2x* with D(Kj) = X and 
0 E K,(O) for every j = l,..., n. Let {FI ,..., F,) be a corresponding family of demi- 
continuous mappings from X* into X such that for any triple of n-tuples 
(ul*,..., un*}, {VI* ,..., v,*}, {w,* ,..., w,*} in X* with u* = Cy=, uj*, 
v* = Cycl vj*, w* = Cy=, wj* we have 
i. KFju*, uj* - vj*) + (Fjv*, vj* - wj*) + (Fjw*, wj* - uj*)] > 0. (1~5) 
Then the equation w* E u* + & K,F,u* has at least one solution in X* for 
each given w* in X*. 
Proof. Let 3, %* be the reflexive Banach spaces as defined in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let %?: %+ 2”* be defined by 3-U = {K,u,} x ... x {Knua} 
for U = [ul ,..., u,J E .Y. Then it is easy to check that Z is a maximal-monotone 
mapping with D(Z) = b. Also let S: %“* --f % be defined by FU* = 
[Flu*,..., F,u*] for U* = [ui*,..., u,*] ET* and u* = xy=, uj*. Then 
9 is clearly a demicontinuous, mapping. It is trimonotone since for 
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U” =- [2x1*,..., u *] EZ’X, v* = [v * 1 ,‘.., v,*] EX”, w* =- [WI* )..., w,*] E$p 
we have 
-; iI VP*, ~j* - ~‘j*) + (Fjv*, ~.j* - wj*) -1 (Fjw*, wj* - uj”)] 
3: 0 in view of (1.6). 
Further, as in Theorem 1 it suffices to show that the equation W* E 
u5 + &‘-SD’* has a solution in X* which follows immediately from a result 
of Bri-zis in [3]. 1 
'I'HEOREM 5. Let X be a Banach space. Let (Kl ,..., Km} be a finite family of 
demicontinuous, bounded, monotone mappings from X into Xx. Let (Fl ,.,., F,) 
be a corresponding family of demicontinuous mappings from X* into A’ such that 
each Fj maps bounded subsets of X* into weakly compact subsets of X. Suppose 
that condition (1.6) of Theorem 4 holds. 
Then the equation w* = u* + Cj”=, KjF,u* has at least one solution in X*. 
Proof. As in Theorem 4, it suffices to show that the equation W* = 
lJ* + x92-u” has at least one solution in X* where S” is demicontinuous 
bounded monotone from S into 3%” and 9 is demicontinuous, trimonotone 
from 5* into S such that it maps bounded subsets of x2^” into weakly compact 
subsets of JY. This follows immediately from the main result of [4]. Hence the 
theorem. 1 
2 
In this section we study Urysohn’s integral equations in Banach spaces which 
are in normal position in the sense of the following definition. This study is 
interesting from the point of applications. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a real Banach space and let H be a real Hilbert 
space with inner product (,). Then the triple (X, H, X*) is said to be in normal 
position if 
(i) X* C H C X algebraically and topologically; 
(ii) (u, u) = (u, v) for u E X*, 21 E N; 
(iii) H is dense in X. 
Examples of spaces in normal position are the triples (Lp(!S), L2(D), Lq(Q)) 
where I <p < 2, (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, and Q is a bounded measurable subset 
of an Euclidean N space. Other examples are given by Orlicz spaces or more 
general normed KGthe spaces [II]. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let (X, H, X*) be in normal position. A bounded linear 
mapping K. X -+ X* is said to be quasi-accretive if 
vK = inf 
1 
Ei: UEX, Ku #O > -03. 
I 
uK is called the constant of quasi-accretivity for K. 
We may note that the concepts of quasi-monotonicity (as defined earlier) and 
quasi-accretivity are different, in general. 
Let $ denote the restriction of K to H. Clearly, $: H + H is a bounded 
linear mapping. Also let I denote the identity mapping on H. 
LEMMA 2. For every h < vK we have 
(i) I - Xlz is injective, 
(ii) R(I - AR) is closed in H. 
Proof. (i) Let, for u E H, u - h& = 0. Then we have from 
0 = (&a, u - AZ&) = (Ku, u) - h I( Ku 11: 3 (vK - h) /I Ku 11: that &u = 0. 
It follows that u = 0. Hence I - a is injective. 
(ii) Let w, = u, - hl& E R(I - M?) be such that w, -+ w in H. Then 
we see from 
<iGa > w,> = (l&l, , u, - Al&,) 
= (Ku, 9 4 - h II Ku, IIi6 2 (VK - 4 II Ku, II; 
that {Ku,} is bounded in H. So we may assume that there is a y E H such that 
Ku, - y (weakly) in H. We then have that u, - w + Xy E H (weakly) and this 
gives that Ku, - &(w + hy) E H (weakly). All this implies that w = z - M&x 
with z = w + hy E H. Hence R(I - AZ?) is closed in H. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3. If vK > 0, then for every h < vK, R(I - A&) = H. In particular, 
l/X E p(k) (- the resolvent of I?). 





We then see from Lemma 2 that for A < vK , ker(l - hiz*) = (0). The lemma is 
now immediate from Lemma 2(ii) above and the fact that R(I - Al?)’ = 
ker(l - AR*). 1 
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Remark 4. The above proof shows that if (2.2) holds then I/h up for 
every ,I < vK . 
LEMnla 4. Let K: X + X* be a compact quasi-accretive mapping. Then for 
every X < 11~ , R(Z - AK) = H and so 1 /A E p(K). 
Proof. The lemma is immediate in view of Lemma 2 above and the well- 
known Fredholm’s alternative for compact linear mappings. 1 
Remark 5. If K: X - X* is a quasi-accretive mapping such that either K 
is compact or (2.2) holds then R(Z - AK) = H for every /\ < vK . We do not 
know if R(Z - hR) = H in general for h < vK as claimed in Lemma 2 of [l] 
since its proof is incorrect. 
The following lemma is due to Amann [l]. . 
LEMMA 5. Let K: X + X* be quasi-accretive such that either it is compact 
or (2.2) holds. Then KA = (I - AK)-l K: X -+ X* is a monotone bounded linear 
mapping for every A < vK . 
THEOREM 6. Let (X, H, X*) be in normal position and let (KI ,..., K*} be a 
family of compact quasi-accretive linear mappings from X into X*. Let Y be a 
closed subspace of X* such that uj”_, R(K,) C Y. Let {F, ,.,., FPL) be a corre- 
sponding .family of bounded demicontinuous mappings from Y into X. Suppose that 
there is a p > 0 such that for some A < min{v,,: I < j < n} and for any n-tuple 
(211 ,..., u,l in Y with u = x:j”=, uj , Cy-, I! ui [I”,* > t-3 we have 
gl (uj , Fju) + X 2 II uj ii: 2 0. (2.3) 
j=l 
Then the equation u + ‘& KjFju = 0 has at least one solution u in I-. 
Proof. Defining 
as before, we see that the triple (57, &‘, %*) is in normal position, S is a com- 
pact quasi-accretive mapping with vx >, min{vKj 1 <j < n], and R(S) con- 
tained in the closed subspace V of %*. Further 9 is a bounded demicontinuous 
mapping such that for U E CY with jj U Ijs* > p we have 
(U,.FU) +-A/ Ullf 20. (2.4) 
Now since h < v,x we see from Lemma 5 that SA =-- (I - X$)-l %: 9’” --t,Y”” 
is a monotone bounded linear mapping. Again, as before, to complete the proof 
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of the theorem it suffices to show that the equation U + L%‘-sPU = 0 is solvable 
in Y. Now, this last equation is equivalent to the equation 
u+x&u=o, (2.5) 
where %lIJ = SU + AU for U E ?P, which is obtained by first adding and 
subtracting XXU to the equation U + SglJ = 0 and then multiplying it 
with (I - hS?-l. Equation (2.5) h as at least one solution in .%* since S,, is 
monotone bounded compact linear and 4 satisfies the condition 
for U E S* with jj U JjTr > p in view of Theorem 2 and Remark 1. Thus we 
see that U + SSU = 0 has at least one solution in %* which must obviously 
lie in Y since R(S) C Y. Hence the theorem. 1 
From the point of view of applications, we need to weaken condition (2.3) 
in Theorem 6. This can be done provided we impose a somewhat stronger 
condition, namely quasi-angle-boundedness on the mappings K. 
DEFINITION 3. A quasi-accretive mapping K: X-t X* is said to be quasi- 
angle-bounded if there is a p < vK and there exists a y > 0 such that 
IW, 4 - (Ku, 41 G ~Y((Ku, 4 - P II Ku lii)1’2 ((Kv 4 - P II Kv l!L)1’2, 
for all 24, 21 E X. 
Clearly, every symmetric quasi-accretive linear mapping K: X -+ X* is 
quasi-angle-bounded. For other sufficient conditions for quasi-angle-bounded- 
ness see [l] . 
The following lemma is due to Amann [l]. 
LEMMA 6. Let K: X-t X* be quasi-angle-bounded such that either K is 
compact or Eq. (2.2) holds. Then K,, = (I - AI?)-l K: X-t X* is angle-bounded 
for every h < pK . 
THEOREM 7. Let (X, H, X*) be in normal position and let {K1 ,..., K,} be a 
farnib of compact quasi-angle-bounded mappings from X into X*. Let Y be a closed 
subspace of X* such that Uy-, R(KJ C Y. Let {F1 ,..., Fn} be a corresponding 
family of bounded demicontinuous mappings from Y into X. Assume that there is a 
function y: W+ + B?+ = [0, 00) satisfying I&,+, v(p) . p-2 = 0, such that for 
some X < min(vK,: 1 < j < n} and for any n-tuple {ul ,..., u,} in Y with u = 
Cy=, uj we have 
g1 (% 9 FP) + x il II ui IIL 3 -cp ((2 II uj II:*)? (2.6) 
j-1 
Then the equation u + Cj”=, K,F,u = 0 has at least one solution u in Y. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6 it suffices to show that the equation 
lj -i- .2-,.<r- ~- 0 has at least one solution in %* where Xj, :~- (I - M?-r X 
and SYT 1, .FC: + hU for U E %*. Now since {ICI ,..., K,) are quasi-angle- 
bounded and compact it follows immediately from Lemma 6 that there is a 
constant Y ‘) 0 such that (XjU, U) > 01 iI X,U/:,& . Also (2.6) implies that 
(C’, .YF17) ;; -&I U I!r*) for every U E 3*. The solvability of U + XAE,li = 0 
is now immediate from Theorem 2 applied to the case when n =-I 1. 1 
TIIEOREM 8. Let (X, H, X*) be in normal position and let {Kl ,..., K,} be a 
fami<zl qf quasi-angle-bounded mappings from X into Xx such that (2.2) holds for 
each qf them. Let (Fl ,..., Fpz} be a corresponding family of demicontinuous mappings 
from S” into -1’ such for some X < min{vKj: 1 s<j :< n) and for each pair of 
n-tuples !u, ,..., u,J, {vl ,..., v,) in S* with u = ~~=, ui , 2: xy=, vj we haz,e 
Then the equation u + x7=, KiFju = w has a solution in X* for each gizjen zc in 
X”. 
Proof. *Again, as in the proof of Theorem 6 it suffices to show that the equa- 
tion I7 ~- .q,.%U == W has a solution in .uY* for each given U’ in .F*. Now in 
view of our assumptions XA = (I - h%?)l X: 9 ---f .P is angle-bounded and 
%z P - 3, FAU = PU + )IU is demicontinuous and for U, V E SF satisfies 
the condition (&CT - &V, U - V) 2 0. The result is now immediate from 
Theorem 3 applied to the case when n :-= 1. 1 
3 
Let Q be a a-finite measure space with measure denoted by dx and 9 the set 
of real numbers. A function f: $2 x 92 -9 is said to satisfy caratheodory’s 
conditions if (i) f(s, .) is continuous on W for almost all s E Q and (ii) ,f(., t) is 
measurable on Q for all t ES?‘. 
THEOREM 9. Let {Kl ,..., K,} be a jinite family of compact monotone linear 
mappings from Ll(Q) into L”(Q). Let {fi ,..., fn} be a corresponding family of 
functions from Sz x W into W satisfying caratheodory’s conditions. Suppose that for 
each R Y 0 there exists a function g, in L1(Q) such that [ fj(s, t)l < gR(s) on Q 
for t ) :< R andj = I,..., n, so that the mappings F,u = fi(s, u(s)) for j = I,..., n 
are dejined from Lm(Q) into L’(Q). Suppose further that there exist constants 
R, -- 0, c 1~. 0 and functions #J, ,..., #Jo in Y(Q) such that 
g, (.fks9 t, - $14~)) tj 2 c (zl IfAs t, - #As)l) (f I tj I) (3.1) 
J-1 
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T; ;y n-tuple (tI ,..., tn} of real numbers with t = Cyz, tj , xyzI 1 tj 1 > R, and 
Then the equation 
u + f KiFju = v (3.2) 
j=l 
has at least one solution u in L”(Q) for each given a in Lm(Q). 
Proof. We first observe that Eq. (3.2) is equivalent to the equation 
where Fj’u = Fju - zJj so that (Fj’u) (s) = fj’(s, u(s)) =f3(s, u(s)) - I/$(S) for 
s E Sz and v’ = v - CL1 K,I,$ . So we may assume without any loss of generality 
that z&(s) = 0 for j = l,..., n. We now assert that for each k > 0 there exists a 
constant c(k) depending on k such that for any n-tuple {ur ,..., u,} in L”(Q), 
u = Cy=, uj we have 
Once this assertion in proved, the theorem then follows from our Theorem 1 
of Section 1 with X = G(Q), X* = Y = L”(Q) and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of 
[lo]. We state this assertion as a lemma whose proof we omit as it is similar to 
Lemma 2 of [5]. 
LEMMA 7. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4 we have for each k > 0 a 
constant c(k), depending on k, such that for any n-tuple {ul ,..., us} in L”(a), 
u = ci”l, uj , 
i (Q, y> >, k t llF,u Ilotn, - c(k). (3.3) 
j=l j=l 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that meas -=c + co. Let 1 < p < ~3, 1 < q < co, 
(l/q) + (l!q) = 1. Let {JG ,..., K,) be a jinite family of compact monotone linear 
mappings from Lp(Q) into Lq(9). Let {fi ,..., f,J be a corresponding family of 
functions from ~2 x W into 9 satisfying Caratheodory’s conditions. Suppose that 
the corresponding mappings {FI ,..., F,) deJined k~ (Fp) (4 = fj(s, u(s)), s E Q, 
j = l,..., n map Lq(sZ) into LP(Q) so that there exists a constant c1 > 0 and a 
function h EL”(Q) such that 
g1 I f&Y t)l < ~1 I t lq-l + h(s) forsEa, tE92. (3.4) 
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Suppose that there exist constants R, > 0, c > 0 and functions & ,..., #n in. L*‘(Q) 
such that 
gl (fds’ t, - +A’)) tj 2 ’ (il I&(‘, t, - #j(S)/) (fl 1 tj i) (3.5) 
fo;;y n-tuple (tl ,..., t,} of real numbers with t = Cy=l t, , Cy”_, / tj ~ :I R, and 
Then the equation 
u. + f KjFju = v 
j=l 
has at least one solution u E Lq(.Q) for each given v in L’U,Q). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 9, we may assume without any loss of 
generality that I/+(S) GE 0 for j = I,..., n. Again, as in Theorem 9, we see that 
Theorem 10 follows immediately from our Theorem 1 of Section 1 and the 
lemma below. 
LEMMA 8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 10, there exist constants cl > 0, 
C2 ‘> 0 such that for any n-tuple {ul ,..., u,} in LQ(Q), IA = CL1 u, we have 
f (Fp, uj> > cl f I!+ I&&) -- c2 .
j=l j=l 
Consequently, for any k, there exists a constant c(k) such that 




We omit the proof of Lemma 8 as it is similar to that of Lemma 3 of [5]. 
Remark 6. Theorem 10 is valid even in the case when q = 1, p = co. 
THEOREM 11. Let J2 be a bounded measurable subset of @(N > 1). Let 
15 >..., k,} be a family of continuous functions from fi x fi into .A%?. Suppose that 
there exists a > 0 such that for each j, the corresponding integral operator Kj satisfies 
. . 
the condztzon (I+, u) 3 ar 11 Kju /(&,(a) for every u ELI(Q). Let {fi ,..., fnf be a 
corresponding family of continuous functions from a x 92 into 9 such that there 
exists a constant p > 0 satisfying 
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for any n-tuple {t 1 ,..., tn} of real numbers with t = CT=, tj , zy=, / tj ( >, p and 
for every x E 9. 
Then the integral equation 
U(X) + f J kj(X, Y)fj(Y, U(Y)) dY = 0 
j=l 61 
has at least one continuous solution. 
Proof. Since the functions kj are continuous we see that the integral operators 
K,: Lr(Q) -La(Q) defined by (K,v) (x) = sn Kj(x, y) o(y) dy (v ELI(Q)) map 
L1(Q) compactly into LW(Q) and uy=, R(Kj) C C(a). Also the continuity of the 
functions fj: 0 + Z-2 -+W implies that the corresponding nonlinear mappings 
Fj: Lm(Q) -+L1(Q) defined by (Fju) (x) = fj(x, u(x)), x E Q, u ELM are 
bounded and continuous. Finally, for any n-tuple {ur ,..., un} in C(o) with 
u = Cy=, uj we have 
fj(XT U(x)) Uj(X) dx 
+ g1 J&;=& 3 (o),<o)~(x~ u ))dx) dx 
3 -4, 
where K, = +p meas max{lfj(x, [)I: x E 52, / 5 1 < p, I < j < n}. AI1 this 
shows that conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied with p = 01 > 0, and h = 0. 
Hence we get that there exists at least one continuous solution of the integral 
equation 
u(x) + $, Jn kj(x, Y)fj(Yy ‘(Y)) dY = O* 
’ 
Remark 7. The integral operator Ki in Theorem 7 satisfies the assumed 
condition, for example, when the kernel kj is “monotone” and symmetric with 
01 = min{\l Kj 11-l: 1 <j < n> [5]. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 52 be a bounded measurable subset of WN (IV > 1). Let 
k: a x 0 --f W be a given continuous function. A number p is called a character- 
istic value of the kernel k provided there exists a u ELM such that 
meas{x E Q: u(x) + 0} is nonzero and U(X) == y so k(x, y) u(y) dy for almost all 
x E Q. 
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THEOREM 12. Let $2 be a bounded measurable subset of gN (N 2 1). Let 
(4 ,...> k,} be a family of continuous symmetric functions from 0 x D into W each 
of which has a finite number of negative characteristic values. Let uO denote the 
minimum of the set of negative characteristic values of the kernels kj , 1 <j -< n. 
Let ifi ,..., f,,} be a corresponding family of continuous functions from fi x 9? 
into 92. Assume that there exist constants h < pO and p 2 0 such that for any 
n-tuple {tl ,..., t,} of real numbers with t = xi”=;, tj , Cy=, / ti j 3 p we have 
gIfj(x. t) tj r h f / t, I2 12 0. (3.8) 
j=l 
Then the integral equation 
has at least one continuous solution. 
Proof. Since Q is bounded the triple (Ll(Q), L2(Q), L”(Q)) is normal position. 
Also since the kernels ki are continuous the corresponding integral operators 
Kj:L1(Q) -+Lm(S2) defined by (J&v) (x) = so Ki(x, y) v(y) dy (v ELM) map 
Ll(fJ) compactly into L”(Q) and u,“=r R(K,) C C(D). Now, it follows, from the 
density of L2(Q) in L’(O) that 
inf((l(iu, u)/ll Kp l/&Rj: u EL’(Q), Kju f 01 2 pc, , 
for 1 <j < n. Thus {Kr ,..., K,} are symmetric, quasi-accretive compact 
operators from U(Q) into L”(Q) and hence they are quasi-angle-bounded. 
As in the proof of Theorem 11 each of the Nemytskii operators {Fr ,..,, F,) 
map L”(Q) continuously and boundedly into Ll(Q). Again (as in the proof of 
Theorem 11) for any n-tuple (ul ,..., un} in C(a) with u = x,br ui we have 
n c;Iluol>) 
(fj(x> u(x)) r+(x) + h I uj(x)l’I dx 
SE : - j” P 
1Iu h,<oP(x~ - i 
> - k “7 
where k,) =:: p meas (--hp + max([ h(x, f), 
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We thus see that the conditions of Theorem 7 are satisfied and the result 
follows. 
Hence the theorem. 1 
Remark 8. Theorems 11 and 12, above, generalize Theorems 4 and 7 of [2]. 
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